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REPLY MEMORANDUM OF LAW

IN RESPONSE TO

DEFENDANTS’ OPPOSITION PAPERS

REPLY MEMORANDUM OF LAW

IN RESPONSE TO

DEFENDANTS’ OPPOSITION PAPERS

This Memorandum, and the annexed Certification of Plaintiff Kathleen Horgan, are

in support of Plaintiff’s application for preliminary injunctive relief, and in Reply to the

Defendants’ opposition papers filed April 1, 2022, pursuant to the Order to Show Cause

that is returnable before this court on April 8, 2022. 

1. Defendants have Conceded Plaintiffs’ Allegation of the

Invalid and Illegal Submission of Three (3) Names by

Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich.

This prerogative writ action is based upon Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich

failing to “h[old] a valid meeting upon notice to each of its members and officers to act
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upon the Yngstrom vacancy.” (Verified Compl. at ¶ 31). These inactions deprived the

elected members of the RBDMC – including Plaintiff Horgan – from having “any

opportunity to carry out their obligations in addressing the [Red Bank Council] vacancy.”

(Verified Compl. at ¶ 3). 

Remarkably, through three sets of opposition briefs, none of the defendants –

including Zipprich himself – have even attempted to defend the legality or propriety of the

RBDMC and Zipprich’s submission of three (3) names. This is because the parties know

that Zipprich and the RBDMC acted illegally by acting under the authority of the RBDMC

without affording each of the RBDMC’s elected members an opportunity to act upon the

vacancy in accordance with their statutory obligations and rights. 

Thus, it is now uncontroverted that Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich acted illegally by

submitting the list of three (3) names (the “List”) to the governing body. 

2. It is Uncontroverted that the Red Bank Borough

Council Appointed Mirandi Pursuant to the Illegal List

of Three Names Submitted by Defendants RBDMC

and Zipprich. 

On March 16, 2022, Plaintiffs provided this Court with a transcript of the relevant

portions of the February 9, 2022 Red Bank Borough Council meeting. The transcript

makes clear that – at all times – the Council limited itself and acted pursuant to the List

when it appointed Mirandi in the action under review. The following are just a few of the

quotes prior to the subject vote taking place:

 The Mayor acknowledges the vacancy, and that the Democratic Party

makes a statutory recommendation, pursuant to which Chairman (and

Councilman Zipprich) submitted a letter with (3) names. T2:7-19.
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 The Clerk states that “[t]he Democratic Committee offered three

nominees.” T4:8-10 (emphasis added)

 The Mayor reiterates that the “Chairman provided me with a list of three

people,” pursuant to which the Mayor recommended one of the three (3)

names. T3:1-6.

 Defendant Zipprich states that he “proferred three excellent candidates

based upon the assessment that the search and vetting committee made” and

that the choice from the three names “is for the Council to discuss and

decide.” T6:3-8.

 The municipal attorney cites N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11 and states that “the

governing body shall, within 30 days after the occurrence of the vacancy,

appoint one of the three names provided by the committee.” T8:1-4.

(emphasis added)

After the vote, Zipprich continued to defend the propriety of his actions, stating as

follows:

As Chair of the party in compliance with the state
statute, I have fulfilled my fiduciary [sic] responsibility
as Democratic Chair in accordance with 40(a), which Greg
referenced earlier, and I think the subsection was (11). 

The nominees have been put forth in compliance
with state statute. We have a recommendation from the
Mayor, which failed, and now we move on to our next,
which is confirming the appointment of Councilwoman-to-
be, Angela Mirandi. 

T18:21-19:8 (emphasis added).

Tellingly, none of the Defendant’s Opposition papers ever cite to the Transcript,

because its words speak for themselves and undermine any defense they have tried to

articulate.
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It is uncontroverted that the Red Bank Council limited itself and acted pursuant to

the three (3) names on the List when it appointed Mirandi in the action under review.

3. Defendants’ Argument that Mirandi’s Appointment

Was Valid Because She is a Registered Democrat Must

be Rejected. 

Knowing that the Council acted pursuant to the illegal List that was submitted by

the RBDMC and Zipprich, the Defendants attempt to save Mirandi’s appointment by

making the cynical argument that the List was untimely, so the Council was permitted to

appoint any registered Democrat under N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11. This argument must be

rejected for numerous reasons.

4. Defendants Are Estopped From Raising the Timeliness

Argument. 

Defendants must be estopped from arguing that the List was untimely, because at

all times, they took actions in furtherance of acting upon the List as if it was timely

submitted, including the following:

 Zipprich submitted the list to the Mayor, clearly intending for the Mayor and

Council to act upon same. 

 Zipprich then stated on the record at the ensuing public meeting that he “proffered

three excellent candidate,” but that the choice from among the three names was

“for the Council to decide.” 

 The municipal attorney then stated that the Council needed to “appoint one of the

three names” within the 30-day period. 

 The Council then voted to select Mirandi as one of the three names to become a

Councilmember.
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 Zipprich then stated that “as Chair of the party in compliance with state statute,

[he] fulfilled his fiduciary duty as Democratic Chair” by submitting the three

“nominees . . . put forth in compliance with state statute.” 

It is a textbook application of estoppel to prevent Zipprich from telling the

people of Red Bank at a public meeting that he and the Council were acting upon his

submitted list of three (3) names in compliance with statute, only to face a court

challenge and now say that the submitted list was never valid in the first place

because it was untimely. 

A finding of estoppel would also be consistent with the unpublished case from this

Court that was submitted by Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich. In that case, the

Monmouth County Law Division decided a prerogative writ challenge involving a vacancy

in the Spring Lake Council. Gerard v. Mayor and Council of the Borough of Spring Lake,

2007 WL 6197862, MON-L-3729-07 (Sep. 14. 2007). Judge Lawson specifically found

that the Council was estopped from raising the “lack of timeliness” argument when it acted

upon a list of names that was submitted by the municipal committee out of time:

In the case at bar, the Republican Committee had fifteen
days from the vacancy to submit a list of three party
nominees for the vacant council seat. Since the seat became
vacant via an operation of law on May 1, 2007, then May 16,
2007 was the final date the Republican Committee could
have submitted the list of nominees. Once a municipal party
committee fails to submit a list, the municipal governing
body may, within the next 15 days, fill the vacancy by the
appointment of a successor from the same political party to
fill the vacancy. N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11. This process did not
occur in the present matter, the Regular Republican Party of
Spring Lake did not submit a list of three nominees until
June 14, 2007. Thus, the Committee missed their deadline to
submit nominees to be considered for filling the council seat;
however, the Council accepted the list and attempted to
appointment a nominee. Therefore, the Council is
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estopped from using the lack of timeliness argument.
[Gerard v. Mayor and Council of the Borough of Spring
Lake (unpublished case from this Court that was submitted
to this Court by Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich)].

Like the Spring Lake case, the instant transcript establishes that the Council

similarly “accepted the list and attempted to appointment [sic] a nominee.” Defendants

must therefore be “estopped from using the lack of timeliness argument” and now claiming

that the Mirandi appointment can be saved because the List was untimely. 

Defendant RBDMC Chair Zipprich’s maneuvers are a classic case of Estoppel,

where this Court should bar a party from attempting to gain unfair advantage by taking one

position in one forum, and then taking a clearly inconsistent position in a different forum.

When it suited Zipprich’s purposes in the forum of the Mayor & Council Meeting, he took

a position that the Council was limited to the 3 names on the List, but now that it suits

Zipprich’s purposes before this Court, he now does a 180-degree pivot to conveniently

assert that the List was invalid.  This Court should not condone a party from attempting to

gain unfair advantage by taking one position in one forum and then taking a clearly

inconsistent position in a different forum.

5. Defendants’ Argument Would Allow Any Municipal

Chair to Circumvent and Manipulate the Municipal

Committee

If Defendants’ argument is accepted and Mirandi’s appointment is affirmed

because she is a registered Democrat, it will set a dangerous precedent that would allow

any municipal chair to circumvent his or her municipal committee and deprive them of

their statutory rights. 

If this Court affirms based upon Defendants’ argument, it would allow for the
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following, as it did here: If the municipal chair knows that his or her selection for a

municipal vacancy has the support of the governing body, but does not have all of the

support of the municipal committee, the municipal chair could submit an untimely letter

with three (3) names to the governing body. When the governing body selects his or her

desired individual from the three (3) names, the municipal chair’s will is carried out.

Assuming the action is not challenged, the municipal chair gets his or her way without

consulting the municipal committee. And, if someone challenges the chairman’s action

bypassing the municipal committee, the municipal chair will just fall back on the argument

that the individual appointed was from the same political party. If that kind of scheme

were condoned by this Court, every Municipal Chair in the State would be able to

circumvent his or her Municipal Committee.

Sadly, that is exactly what happened in this case. As Plaintiff Horgan establishes in

her Certification submitted herewith, it is believed that Zipprich knew there would be

opposition from some of the members of the RBDMC to appointing Mirandi – including

but not limited to the fact that Mirandi was a Republican until changing political parties to

Democrat in 2021, and that she is a past donor to Republican U.S. Senator Lindsay

Graham. 

Zipprich knew that if he held a meeting open to all of the RBDMC members, and

Mirandi was selected as one of the three names, it would have become publicly known that

she was one of the three candidates, and certain members of the RBDMC and others may

have caused public opposition to her appointment because she became a Democrat the year

prior. This public opposition could have clearly impacted the ultimate decision by the

governing body, but it was never allowed to form, because Zipprich deliberately
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circumvented the RBDMC’s members and submitted the three (3) names in an illegal

manner. The potential for this public opposition is a reality,  notwithstanding the self-

serving certifications that were submitted by Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich (and

interestingly not by Defendant Borough of Red Bank) from certain councilmembers

claiming they would have voted for Mirandi regardless of whether the list was being used. 

In sum, to save Mirandi’s illegal appointment, Defendants are asking this Court to

condone an uncontroverted illegal process that took place before the RBDMC. This

holding presents significant public policy concerns and must be rejected.

6. There is No Non-Justiciable “Intra-Party” Dispute. 

Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich incorrectly claim that this Court must “refrain

from interfering in an intra-party dispute” to the extent Plaintiffs “[c]laim [t]hat [t]he

RBDMC [f]ailed [t]o [p]ropertly [c]onvene [a] [m]eeting.” In essence, they are trying to

claim that Plaintiffs are not able to obtain any redress when their Chairman refuses to call

a meeting and allow them to carry out their statutory right to vote on the list of three (3)

names. This position is entirely inconsistent with Title 19 and corresponding case law. 

In the case cited by Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich, Deamer v. Jones, the

plaintiffs challenged a county convention vote upon which 571 members were present out

of a total membership of 837. 42 N.J. 516, 519 (1964). There was no allegation that the

Chairman failed to hold a convention or vote, or that members were excluded, as we have

in the present case. Instead, the plaintiffs claimed that a convention could not be held

unless bylaws were adopted, an entirely distinguishable legal claim. Id. at 520.

As the case acknowledges, Title 19 “reflect a legislative intent to provide but the

rudimentary framework by which county committees should operate.” Id. at 521. N.J.S.A.
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19:5-2 sets forth that the municipal committee shall hold a meeting “at an hour and place

to be designated in a notice to be given by the chairperson to each member.” Sadly,

Zipprich did not meet this limited obligation to provide notice of a meeting to each

member, and instead acted unilaterally to their exclusion. 

The actions and inactions by Defendant Zipprich and RBDMC are justiciable and

violative of Title 19. 

7. Plaintiff Horgan is Not Estopped. 

Plaintiff Horgan was not estopped from acting upon the list of three (3)

names, even though she believed the list to have been prepared improperly and without her

input, as she stated publicly. In this case, the Mayor presented the list of three (3) names

and nominated one of the individuals. Believing Mr. Hecht was the best of the three

options, Plaintiff Horgan moved his nomination. This does not estop her from bringing this

action, considering her objections were placed on the record and she had no complicity

with the illegal process by Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich.  Additionally, no estoppel

argument has been raised – or could be raised – as to Plaintiff Okeson.

8. Plaintiffs’ Civil Rights Act Claim is Not Presently

Before This Court. 

Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich have filed opposition to Plaintiff’s Civil Rights

Act claim. However, this claim is not the subject of the instant order to show cause, so this

argument should be disregarded. Should Plaintiffs obtain the requested preliminary

injunctive relief from this Court, Plaintiffs may then pursue further action in accordance

with its Civil Rights Act claim. 

9. The Mirandi Appointment is Ultra Vires and Cannot Be Ratified. 
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As the Borough notes in its opposition, municipal actions may be “ultra vires in the

secondary sense when the action is generally within the power of the municipality but was

carried out improperly and irregularly.” City Council of City of Orange Township v.

Edwards, 455 N.J. Super. 262, 273 (App. Div. 2018). The power to make a temporary

appointment exists under N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11, but that power was carried out improperly

and irregularly. The action was ultra vires because it was based upon the use of the illegal

list, and the Council’s reliance and action pursuant to same, including Defendant

Zipprich’s own comment that he “proffered three names” and it was for the Council to

decide among them.

While the common law generally allows for “ratification,” this precept must be

read in para materia with the case law interpreting the specific statutory provision at issue,

N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11. In Carley v. Borough of North Plainfield, 380 N.J. Super. 240 (Law

Div. 2005), a governing body acted upon a vacancy at a meeting that was invalidated

under the Open Public Meetings Act. The court did not allow the governing body to take

an untimely remedial action to fill the vacancy, specifically denying the municipality’s

“application for authorization for the Council to take corrective or remedial action to cure

the defect in the appointment . . . to fill the vacancy.” Id. at 248. 

It follows that the Council’s appointment of Mirandi was invalid and cannot be

ratified at this point. It must be left to the voters to resolve the vacancy in this year’s

general election, at which Mirandi has publicly stated she will be a candidate. 

10. Plaintiffs – and the people of Red Bank – continue to

suffer irreparable  harm. 

Soon after the illegal Mirandi appointment was made, Plaintiffs retained counsel

and filed the instant litigation on February 23, 2022. Due to scheduling delays caused by
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this case being submitted to another judge, this emergent matter is being heard at an order

to show cause hearing 44 days later. 

Each day that this lawsuit elapses, the people of Red Bank continue to suffer

irreparable harm by having an illegally appointed member seated on their governing body.

There is nothing speculative about this harm. Plaintiffs have also specifically suffered

harm, as it is now uncontroverted that they were deprived of their procedural rights in

addressing the vacancy as members and/or officers of the RBDMC.

Defendants seek an application of the Crowe standards that would prohibit any

court from entering an injunction removing an improperly seated officeholder in an action

brought by concerned citizens. This cannot possibly be the law.

Plaintiffs – and the people of Red Bank – have a far greater interest in having

Mirandi removed than the named defendants have in protecting her illegal appointment. In

this case, Defendants Zipprich and RBDMC are the parties that conducted in the illegal

and ultra vires actions that led to this situation. Defendant Mirandi was appointed pursuant

to that illegal and ultra vires process, and she does not have any rights to be vindicated

with respect to a temporary appointment. She is at liberty to run for the seat in this

November’s election, which press accounts indicate she is already doing. If she is elected

by the people, she can resume serving as a member of the governing body in a matter of

months. Finally, Defendant Borough of Red Bank will not suffer any harm if Ms. Mirandi

is removed. State law expressly provides that a governing body vacancy may remain

unfilled until the next election when a temporary appointment is not made, N.J.S.A.

40A:16-13, and the Council did not have any operational issues when it met with five (5)

councilmembers immediately following Councilman Yngstrom’s resignation until the
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illegal Mirandi appointment.

11 All Parties Agree that the Vacancy Was Filled Based

on an Improperly Submitted List of Three Names; the

Remedy for that Deficiency is Provided by Statute, i.e.,

that this Court shall now Let the Voters Decide

It is uncontroverted that the List of three (3) names was improperly submitted, and

that the governing body, per the Transcript, relied on those three names, and only those

three names.  The only remaining issue is as to what the remedy is for that deficiency in

the process.

N.J.S.A. 40A:16-13 provides that when that time period has expired and a

municipal governing body vacancy has not been lawfully filled by the 30-day deadline set

forth in N.J.S.A. 40A:16-11, then “the office shall remain vacant for the remainder of the

term or until the election and qualification of a successor”. 

To the extent Mirandi is enjoined from holding office, this Court is not authorized

to enter any further equitable relief that would authorize the Council extra time to act upon

the vacancy. The proper course, as required by N.J.S.A. 40A:16-13, is to let the voters

decide, i.e., for the vacancy to remain open and be filled by voters – in a matter of months

– at this year’s general election. This is particularly the case considering the Council’s

filling of the vacancy is entirely discretionary, and not mandatory, as discussed in more

detail in Plaintiff’s original February 22, 2022 Brief at pages 10-11, citing  Linden

Democratic Comm v. City of Linden, 469 N.J. Super. 149, 167 (App. Div. 2021). 

Conclusion

Based on the foregoing reasons, and the accompanying Certification of Plaintiff

Kathleen Horgan, Plaintiffs respectfully submit that this Court should enter a preliminary
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injunction removing Mirandi from office, and enjoining the Borough of Red Bank from

taking any actions in furtherance of same, pending the filling of said office at the next

General Election.

MACIAG LAW, LLC

            /s/ Thaddeus R. Maciag___
Thaddeus R. Maciag, Esq.

Date: April 4, 2022 Attorney for Plaintiffs
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Thaddeus R. Maciag, Esq.
MACIAG LAW, LLC

475 Wall Street
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
908-704-8800
Attorney for Plaintiffs

KATHLEEN HORGAN and KATHRYN
OKESON,

Plaintiffs,
vs.

BOROUGH OF RED BANK, ANGELA
MIRANDI, RED BANK DEMOCRATIC
MUNICIPAL COMMITTEE, EDWARD
ZIPPRICH, in his capacity as Chairman of
the Red Bank Democratic Committee, 

Defendants.

SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
LAW DIVISION
MONMOUTH COUNTY

Docket No.:  MON-L-00542-22

CERTIFICATION

OF

PLAINTIFF KATHLEEN HORGAN

KATHLEEN HORGAN, of full age, certifies and says:

1. I am a Plaintiff in this matter, and as such am familiar with the facts of this

Certification, which I make in response to the Certifications of Michael Ballard and

Jacqueline Sturdivant.

2. The Ballard and Sturdivant certifications claim that “regardless of the validity of

the list, it was [their] intention to fill the vacancy, and [they nominated/voted for]

Angela Mirandi because [they] believe[d] she is the most qualified person to serve

as a member of Council.” 

3. These certifications make a strictly hypothetical and self-serving contention that

Ballard and Sturdivant would voted for Mirandi’s appointment, if it was knowingly

made pursuant to the Council’s claimed authority to have appointed any registered

Democrat to the position, rather than from the list of three (3) names. 
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4. To the extent the Defendants are asking this Court to credit hypotheticals, it is

important for this Court to have the context of what could have hypothetically

happened if Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich had actually followed the legal

process – which they admit they failed to do. 

5. It is a matter of public record that Defendant Angela Mirandi was a registered

Republican and only became a registered Democrat by changing parties on

February 16, 2021.

6. Because Ms. Mirandi has only been a registered Democrat for approximately one

year, I believe that Ms. Mirandi’s appointment to a Democratic vacancy is highly

inappropriate and an affront to the Red Bank Democratic Party. That is why I voted

against her appointment when presented with it on Council. I know that my view is

held by other members of the RBDMC and Red Bank Democratic community.

7. If Zipprich actually called a meeting to address the Yngstrom vacancy, as he was

required to do, and he or others proposed to nominate Ms. Mirandi as one of the

three (3) names on the List, I would have raised objections to Ms. Mirandi’s

nomination, knowing she had only become a Democrat in the year prior. I am also

confident that other members of the RBDMC would have raised similar objections.

These objections, voiced as part of debate at a proper meeting, could have resulted

in Mirandi’s name not being submitted to the Borough Council by the RBDMC. 

8. If Ms. Mirandi’s name been selected as one of the three (3) names by the RBDMC,

I would have publicly expressed my opposition to Ms. Mirandi’s nomination both

prior to and at the Borough Council’s meeting. I am also confident that other

members of the RBDMC would have taken similar steps. These objections could

have resulted in public pressure being placed upon the Borough Council to not

select Ms. Mirandi considering she had just become a Democrat one year prior.

9. It is my belief that Defendant Zipprich did not call a meeting to address the

Yngstrom vacancy because he wanted to nominate and select Ms. Mirandi, but
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knew that I (and others) would have opposed her nomination at the RBDMC

meeting, thereafter publicly, and then on the Borough Council. 

10. By submitting the list of three (3) names without calling a meeting of the RBDMC,

Zipprich avoided encountering the private and public opposition that Ms. Mirandi’s

appointment would have received in the normal course, and which could have

resulted in her nomination failing. 

11. It is impossible for Defendants to submit certifications which address mere

hypotheticals, and purport to provide certainty on what would have happened had

circumstances been different. This certification serves to demonstrate that, had

Defendants RBDMC and Zipprich actually followed the process and held a

meeting to address the Yngstrom vacancy, things would likely have occurred much

differently, and Ms. Mirandi’s appointment may well have failed to garner a

majority vote of the Municipal Committee.

I hereby certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true; I am aware if

they are wilfully false, I am subject to punishment.

_______________________________

Kathleen Horgan, Plaintiff

Date: April 4, 2022
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